Kristin Hanes is a former journalist turned blogger living on a sailboat and in a van in San Francisco. She's dedicated to helping people downsize and live minimally, from sailboats, to vans, to RVs, to tiny homes. She's been published in Marie Claire, Good Housekeeping, Fodors and Pop Sugar, among others.
AUDIENCE

Men and women 25-65
People interested in minimalism
Budget-conscious and travel-savvy
Interested in making money remotely
Emphasis on van life, RVing, sailing and tiny homes

BLOG STATISTICS

kristin@thewaywardhome.com
Instagram.com/thewaywardhome
Pinterest.com/thewaywardhome
Facebook.com/thewaywardhome
www.thewaywardhome.com

CONTACT INFO

Sponsored Posts
Social Media Campaigns
Brand Ambassadorship
Email Newsletter Campaigns

OPPORTUNITIES